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Case: A 3-year-old boy presented to an outside hospital’s emergency department with 3 days of worsening nonproductive cough. At the outside hospital, he
was found to be hypoxic with a chest radiograph demonstrating bilateral infiltrates. He was transferred to our children’s hospital with a presumed diagnosis
of pneumonia.
On admission to our hospital, the patient was afebrile, pale, and in mild respiratory distress. Review of systems revealed low-grade fevers for 3 days before
admission but no weight loss, vomiting, hemoptysis, or sick contacts. Medical
history revealed a previous diagnosis of iron-deficiency anemia, which had resolved
with ferrous sulfate administration. Family history was positive for asthma. Initial
oxygen saturation was 88%, which recovered to 95% on 2 L/min of oxygen by nasal
cannula. His heart rate was 138 beats per minute, and his respiratory rate was 44
breaths per minute; his blood pressure was 101/66 mm Hg. The patient’s weight
was 13.2 kg (10th–25th percentile), and his height was 91.5 cm (5th–10th percentile). On examination, pallor and subcostal and supraclavicular retractions were
appreciated; auscultation of his lungs revealed slightly reduced breath sounds
throughout, without wheeze or crackles. The rest of the physical examination was
normal.
The patient was continued on oxygen by nasal cannula and was started on intravenous fluids for poor oral intake secondary to respiratory effort. He was also given
ceftriaxone as treatment for presumed community-acquired pneumonia (CAP).
Question: What further evaluation is indicated in the case of presumed pneumonia
in a patient presenting with hypoxia and respiratory distress?
Discussion: According to 2011 Infectious Diseases Society of America guidelines for CAP, posteroanterior and lateral chest radiographs should be obtained
in all patients who are admitted for CAP to document infiltrates and to screen
for complications of pneumonia, including parapneumonic effusion, necrotizing
pneumonia, and pneumothorax.1 The results of radiographs in CAP are variable
and not predictive of the organism of infection. A prospective study of 150 pediatric patients hospitalized with CAP categorized the radiographic findings as: focal
or segmental consolidation, with or without pleural effusion; atelectasis and consolidation indistinguishable from atelectasis; or interstitial pneumonia.2 Focal or
segmental consolidations were the most common category and were found in
75% of all cases of confirmed typical bacterial pathogens, 53% of all cases of
confirmed atypical pneumonia, 45% of all viral pneumonia, and 69% of all mixed
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bacterial/viral cases. Although focal
infiltrate was not statistically predictive of a bacterial etiology, pleural
effusions were found in 50% of typical
bacterial cases and only 6% and 10%
of atypical pathogens and viral pneumonias, which was a statistically significant difference.
Case Continuation: A chest radiograph was obtained on initial presentation, which revealed diffuse alveolar
infiltrates that spared the apices and
bases (Fig 1). In addition, a complete
blood cell count was drawn on the basis
of the medical history of anemia and
the presence of pallor and tachycardia
on examination. The significant complete blood cell count findings were:
white blood cell count of 7.8 × 103/μL,
hemoglobin of 6.2 g/dL, hematocrit of
21.8%, platelet count of 444 × 103/μL,
mean corpuscular volume of 83.5
fL, and red cell distribution width of
20.2%. The differential showed 72.3%
neutrophils, 22.2% lymphocytes, 5.2%
monocytes, 0% eosinophils, and 0.3%
basophils. Because of the anemia, a
reticulocyte count was also performed

and was elevated at 11.2%. Other iron
study results included total iron-binding
capacity of 466 μg/dL, ferritin of 8 ng/mL,
and iron level of <10 μg/dL.
Treatment with ceftriaxone was continued. Azithromycin was added because
Mycoplasma pneumoniae infection
can cause diffuse infiltrates and hemolytic anemia.
Question: Should M pneumoniae
be considered in a 3-year-old with
respiratory symptoms suggestive of
pneumonia?
Discussion: Although M pneumoniae
is classically thought of as an infection
of school-aged children, in a recent
epidemiologic study of children admitted for respiratory infections, 18.1%
of patients ages 1 to 3 years tested
positive according to serology or
polymerase chain reaction (PCR) for
M pneumoniae.3
Case Continuation: Despite treatment with these 2 antibiotics, the
patient remained hypoxemic and
tachypneic. Given the lack of improvement on treatment, the anemia, and
the abnormal chest radiograph, our
pulmonary service was consulted and
on hospital day 3, a bronchoscopy and
a bronchoalveolar lavage (BAL) were
performed.
Question: What are the indications for
bronchoscopy or BAL?

FIGURE 1 Chest radiograph on initial
presentation. Confluent opacities are seen
within the mid-lungs bilaterally, sparing the
apices and bases.
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Discussion: Bronchoscopy and BAL
are not typically indicated in cases
of pneumonia except: in cases of
immunocompromised patients where
opportunistic pathogens need to be
identified; cases of chronic or recurrent pneumonias; or cases of severe
pneumonia where initial diagnostic
testing results are negative. In this case,

the bronchoscopy and BAL were performed because the chest radiograph,
combined with the anemia and the
elevated reticulocyte count (which can
be a marker of acute bleeding), were
concerning for alveolar hemorrhage. In
cases of diffuse alveolar hemorrhage,
chest radiograph findings are patchy or
diffuse, often with apical and peripheral
sparing.4 Cases with concern for alveolar hemorrhage require urgent guidance from a subspecialist and the ready
availability of a higher level of care in
case of rapid decomposition.
Case Continuation: Bronchoscopy
showed diffuse bleeding from all lung
segments originating from distal air
spaces. BAL fluid was grossly bloody
(Fig 2). Microscopically, BAL fluid was
significant for hemosiderin-laden macrophages, which—along with anemia,
hypoxemia, and a chest radiograph
showing diffuse alveolar infiltrates—is
consistent with a diagnosis of diffuse
alveolar hemorrhage (DAH). DAH is a
clinical syndrome resulting from damage to the alveolar capillary, arteriole,
and venule that leads to red blood cell
accumulation in the distal air space.5
Question: In cases of suspected DAH,
what further evaluation is indicated?

DISCUSSION:
The differential diagnosis of DAH
is broad. Autoimmune conditions

FIGURE 2 BAL fluid was grossly bloody.
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are a common cause of DAH, most
significantly the pulmonary-renal
syndromes, including the antineutrophil cytoplasmic antibody (ANCA)associated vasculitides (AAV). AAV
include microscopic polyangiitis, eosinophilic granulomatosis with polyangiitis (Churg-Strauss syndrome), and
granulomatosis with polyangiitis (formerly known as Wegener’s granulomatosis). To determine if the cause is
autoimmune, initial evaluation beyond
the history and physical examination
should include urinalysis, urine protein to creatinine ratio, erythrocyte
sedimentation rate (ESR), and testing
for C-reactive protein (CRP), antimyeloperoxidase antibodies (perinuclear
ANCA), antiproteinase-3 antibodies
(cytoplasmic ANCA), and antiglomerular basement membrane (GBM)
antibody. DAH can be a complication
of systemic lupus erythematosus but is
much less likely to be the presenting
symptom.6 Other rheumatologic conditions such as mixed connective tissue
disease, rheumatoid arthritis, dermatomyositis, and polymyositis are also
less commonly associated with DAH.4
Primary antiphospholipid antibody syndrome is a known cause of DAH but is
typically found in older male patients.7
ESR and CRP are both nonspecific studies that can produce elevated results
in any of the aforementioned conditions; however, they tend to reach
higher levels in AAV, systemic lupus
erythematosus, and isolated pulmonary capillaritis than they do in idiopathic pulmonary hemosiderosis (IPH)
and Goodpasture’s syndrome.8
Certain cardiac and vascular conditions have also been associated with
DAH, including left-sided cardiac
lesions, vascular malformations, and
pulmonary hypertension.9 In addition,
a number of infectious conditions,
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as well as hematologic abnormalities, can lead to DAH. Drug-induced
DAH and toxic inhalation must also be
considered.

CASE CONTINUATION:
The patient was screened with urinalysis, urine protein to creatinine ratio,
and for perinuclear ANCA, cytoplasmic ANCA, antiglomerular basement
membrane, and antinuclear antibody;
the results of all tests were within
reference ranges. Additional general screening for level of inflammation was performed, which showed a
CRP level of 3.5 mg/dL. ESR was not
measured. Imaging was done by using
an echocardiogram and computed
tomography of the chest, and the
results revealed no signs of cardiac
or vascular abnormalities. In this case,
PCR of BAL fluid was done to look for
respiratory viral pathogens and acidfast bacilli. Bacterial and fungal cultures and stains were also performed.
These studies were significant only for
a positive PCR for rhinovirus. No laboratory evidence of thrombocytopenia
or coagulopathy was found. Druginduced DAH and toxic inhalation
were excluded on the basis of history.
Given the negative results of these
laboratory and radiologic studies, a
presumed diagnosis of IPH was made.
Discussion: The etiology of IPH is
unknown, and it is a diagnosis of
exclusion when no other cause of
DAH can be found. To fully exclude
alternative diagnoses and to assess
for capillaritis, a lung biopsy should be
considered. Capillaritis on the biopsy
results would suggest conditions calling for early aggressive treatment with
immunosuppressive therapy. Because
such associated conditions will not
always be apparent on clinical and

laboratory data alone, in cases with
negative serologic testing, the risk
of the thoracoscopic biopsy and the
associated complications must therefore be weighed against the use of
long-term immunosuppression with
an uncertain diagnosis.10 The need
for biopsy is controversial, should be
determined case-by-case, and would
warrant subspecialty consultation. In
addition, the timing of the biopsy must
be considered, as immunosuppression
may alter the pathologic findings on
the biopsy.
The pulmonary hemorrhage in IPH,
as well as other immune-mediated
causes of DAH, is life-threatening and
warrants prompt initiation of steroid
therapy. IPH must be treated both at
the acute presentation as well as on
an ongoing basis as symptoms recur.
Recurrence can present either with a
chronic low level of bleeding or acute
hemorrhage. Although use of steroids
is standard for acute management, it
is desirable to use other medications
to control symptoms on a longer term
basis to avoid the adverse effects of
steroids. A variety of other immunomodulatory medications have been
used in the treatment of IPH, including azathioprine, hydroxychloroquine,
cyclophosphamide, and methotrexate.11 Comparable efficacy is not well
known.
Although data are limited, there are
variable reports of the prognosis of
IPH. A survival rate of 86% at 5 years
postdiagnosis was reported in a study
of 17 patients treated with steroids
as well as immunomodulatory medications.12 A study in 1962 reviewed
68 patients who were diagnosed
while living and reported that 30% of
those died at an average of 3.3 years
after diagnosis.13 This study was done
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when treatment consisted of steroids,
splenectomy, and adrenocorticotropic
hormone. Early recognition and nonsteroidal immunomodulatory medication may contribute to the dramatic
improvement in outcomes.
In addition to treatment, long-term
screening for onset of pulmonary-renal
conditions and AAV are warranted
because these test results may initially
be negative but become positive on
follow-up as much as 3 years later.14
Because treatment of IPH differs from
the treatments for both pulmonaryrenal vasculitides and AAV, careful
consideration of an alternative diagnosis should be ongoing.
Case Resolution: As soon as the presumptive diagnosis of IPH was made,
treatment was initiated with 1 mg/kg of
methylprednisolone every 6 hours, which
led to improvement of the patient’s
tachypnea and hypoxemia. Markers of
the level of active bleeding improved,
along with decreasing reticulocyte count
and stabilization of the patient’s hemoglobin level. Resolution of infiltrates was
documented with serial radiographs.
With this treatment, the patient was
weaned off of oxygen and was transitioned to oral prednisone and azathioprine (as a steroid-sparing agent) with
a planned prednisone taper.
In this case, a biopsy was desired;
however, the patient was not clinically stable for biopsy on presentation
and has been on immunosuppressive
medication since his diagnosis. Almost
1 year later, our patient is doing well
with no further hospitalizations. He is
managed as an outpatient with azathioprine treatment and is tolerating a
tapering off of oral steroids.
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LEARNING POINTS:
• All patients admitted to the hospital
for presumed community-acquired
pneumonia should have a chest
radiograph to document infiltrates
and to screen for complications of
pneumonia.
• The radiographic findings of diffuse
alveolar hemorrhage (DAH) are
alveolar in appearance and patchy
or diffuse, often with apical and
peripheral sparing.
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